
To: Carol Marin [cmarin@suntimes.com],
Debra Pickett [dpickett@suntimes.com],
Georgie Anne Geyer [gigi_geyer@juno.com]

 

 

Carol Marin
Debra Pickett
Georgie Anne Geyer

 
 

copies to Heritage list
 
Dear Ladies, Dec 2004
 
GOD's work in this world at this time in history:
 
a) is freeing nations, as He used men to free the US slaves

at a huge human cost - yet a totally moral work;
 
b) is enabling His true Bible story, the gospel of salvation

to enter free lands, without converts being
murdered by their relatives, for peace and harmony;

 
c) is enhancing globalisation that the poor may prosper,

that emerging democracies join the world trade,
that education and health care benefit all;

 
d) etc.
 

but
 
Most so hate GOD and His love based values
that they are blind to His ways, His work
thru the Bible believing, true faith workers who
fight poverty using His kingdom principles in love,

...Gal5:6.
 

so
 
a) The likes of Carol seek solace in the worldly wisdom

of the so-called Christian, the faithless believer who
portray a form of faith, but are happy to endorse
baby killing and lifestyles that destroy families.
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Note the Commentary in Chicago Sun-Times Nov 5 '04.
 
b) The likes of Debra call for President Bush to compromise

all his values to be a type of Chamberlain uniter
that Britian loved in the 30's that encourages evil.

 
Note the column in Chicago Sun-Times Nov 5 '04.

 
c) The likes of Georgie totally fail to comprehend the moral

value of freeing the slaves of fascism-totalitarianism and
to comprehend the weapons risk to all humanity as was
described in the 9/11 Commission and the Deulfer reports.

 
Note the Commentary in Chicago Tribune Nov 5 '04.

 
GOD's positive stream will produce conservative presidents
in 2008 and 2012 in accordance with His work
as explained in Scripture and His dictated material
on the Christian Communities Churches Inc. web-site.
 
GOD, from 2017, will allow man's choice, a liberal
elite; to rule fom the White House, to change His law,
to persecute His servants, to test the faith and obedience
of His church, to usher in the decline of US history.
 
GOD has given some a window to truth: Huntington's
"Clash" is only held back by His grace, love, power thru
His conservative believers; Charles Colson alluded to
the US losing the war; others clearly see closure.
 
GOD will allow satan to rule again bringing; White House
treason disguised as appeasement, failure to oppose terror,
betrayal of Israel, Taiwan, etc., endorsement of fascist types,
all due to man rejecting GOD and His kingdom principles,

...2Tim2 and 3.
 

PS to Debra: GOD obviously used Zafra Lerman
to share moral fact thru Malta One, as simply
put; His truth trumps trash, or
His values trump politics.

 

Read: Sunday Lunch with Zafra Lerman
in Sunday's Sun-Times Nov 7 '04.
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PS to Georgie: a) GOD is showing us
Saddam Hussein's true intent thru bribing
UN members to a) lift sanctions; b) counter USA freedom efforts
to allow Saddam a free hand to revert
to wholesale weapons manufacture.
(see Positive Press pages that follow)
 
b) GOD had Colin Powell serve His purpose (he DID serve)
to advance His freedom principles, to confront the UN
in order to enforce the UN resolutions and avoid war,
but Hussein's cunning bribery corrupted the UN, leaving
true freedom seeking nations no choice, to save us all.
 
c) GOD used Colin Powell to officially confront an evil regime
for the sake of repressed freedom seekers, yet the liberal elite
negate his work of love towards GOD and His Freedom Principles.

 
Because of Mr. Powell's persistence and integrity, the stubbornly

authoritarian Chinese government could not but pay him special respect.
 

Excerpted from "Thank You , Mr. Powell!" by Xu Wenli and He Xintong
The Wall Street Journal - Friday, December 24, 2004

 

Mr. Xu Wenli and Ms. He Xintong, husband and wife, are Chinese dissidents.

 
Read: "The UN's coalition of the bribed" - EDITORIALS

Chicago Tribune - Wednesday, November 17, 2004
 

"Kofi Annan and the UN scandal" - EDITORIALS

Chicago Tribune - Sunday, November 21, 2004
 

"Kofi Annan Must Go" by Norm Coleman
OPINION - The Wall Street Journal - Wednesday, December 1, 2004

 
UN Corruption
 

GOD's Moron Majority
 

Heritage Foundation
 

GOD's New Initiatives

GOD's simple meritocracy
 

GOD Demands we Resist Evil
 

GOD's Power thru Unity
 

E-mail to Cathleen Falsani
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Media Elite Admits to being Clueless
 

GOD's positive stream is challenging the elite to
recognise truth, intellectually forcing them "get it".

 
    Since the election, I've been feeling more and more clueless about the realities of American 
life. I've always known that living in a city, being single, not having a car and not attending a 
church took me out of the Midwestern mainstream.

 
The above was excerpted from "Taking the Blue Line, a little red-state shopping"

by Debra Pickett - Chicago Sun-Times - Friday, November 19, 2004

 
Read: Bush pushing diplomacy, not compromise

in Chicago Sun-Times - Friday, November 19, 2004
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Positive Press
 

 

Irag's Real Threat
 

GOD is showing us the outright lies in the liberal press
following the release of the Iraq Survey Group's Duelfer report,

whereby the media declared "No WMD," but the full report
detailed many small-scale WMD production laboratories in Iraq,

even post Saddam Hussein.
 

GOD is showing us thru Richard Spertzel's writing in WSJ that
Iraq was truly an imminent threat:

 
    It is asserted that Iraq was not supporting terrorists. Really? Documentation 
indicates that Iraq was training non-Iraqis at Salman Pak in terrorist techniques, 
including assassination and suicide bombing. In addition to Iraqis, trainees 
including Palestinians, Yemenis, Saudis, Lebanese, Egyptians and Sudanese.

 
The above was excerpted from "Have War Critics Even Read the Duelfer Report?" by Richard Spertzel

OPINION - The Wall Street Journal - Thursday, October 14, 2004
 

Mr. Spertzel, head of the biological-weapons section of Unscom from 1994-99, just 
returned from Iraq, where he has been a member of the Iraq Survey Group (ISG).
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Positive Press
 

 

Saddam's Terror Weapons
 

GOD is showing truth thru George Melloan's writing in WSJ, further explaining the ISG's 
Duelfer report and the reality of the Iraq terror threat from portable biological agents in sprayers, 

etc.
 

    "In other words, while Saddam was playing hide-and-seek with the U.N. over 
whether he had WMDs, his stealthy little spooks were focusing their efforts on 
weapons specifically designed for use by terrorists."
 

George Melloan summarizes as follows:
 

    "In short, the invasion of Iraq shut off a potential threat to America (and the 
West). Poisons were far more likely to be used than nuclear weapons because they 
can be secretly deployed. So wiping out a source in Iraq was a large achievement."

 
The above was excerpted from "Saddam's Specialty Was Terror Weapons" by George Melloan

OPINION - The Wall Street Journal - Tuesday, October 19, 2004
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P.S. to Betsy Hart: from Heritage file
 

GOD is awakening your heart to truth, in that your Sun-Times piece of June 6th '04 tells us that you are just 
now realising the great gulf of America's cultural divide.
 

GOD is judging this nation, as never before, to respond to His law, His values,
His way, in short, His full gospel.
 

GOD, progressively, will drive a wedge between the moral seekers and those
on the left who care only for individual rights. This will continue for some years
(several presidential elections), then He will take away His grace to test-judge
USA very clearly (in the open) 2Chronicles32:31 Jeremiah23 Ezekiel34 Matthew23
into Rev19:15.
 

GOD always judges "teachers" more harshly, in that they KNOW and are supposed to share ALL; this, 
today, particularly applies to the media.
 

GOD in flesh, Christ, was the most positive MAN who walked this earth;
negative attitudes, laws, ways are of satan.
 

GOD, for some years, will infuse a positive stream thru US society, as seen in
the 80's: Note The Wall Street Journal's "The Reagan Restoration" - June 7, '04,
to see the vast left wing negative, destructive media today that are misleading USA.
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GOD's divisive wedge is drawing moral seekers to Himself,
yet allowing others free choice to reject His truth, His way.

 
2Thes2..10 ... did not receive the love of 
the truth, that they might be saved.
11 And for this reason GOD will send 
them strong delusion, that they should 
believe the lie,
12 that they all may be condemned who 
did not believe the truth but had 
pleasure in unrighteousness.

2Thes1..8 in flaming fire taking 
vengeance on those who do not know 
GOD, and on those who do not obey the 
gospel of our LORD Jesus Christ.
9 These shall be punished with 
everlasting destruction from the 
presence of the LORD and from the 
glory of His power.

 
GOD is allowing the increasing global cultural divide, as most

seek selfish individual rights, against His holy law-virtues.
 

GOD is allowing the US judiciary to undermine legal precedent
thru absurd, nonsensical rulings favouring the lawless majority.

 
Ps94..20 Shall the throne of iniquity, 
which devises evil by law, have 
fellowship with You?

 
GOD is proving the above thru the attack by lawless, unqualified

workers, evil-minded lawyers and equally minded compliant judges
 

in
 

"Class Action? Third Aisle to the Left"
by Steve Malanga in Wall Street Journal - Opinion - June 29 '04.
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GOD's creation process in Gen1:27,28 is natural law, but
evil man is endeavouring to establish his own law,

so GOD's grace, love, power is thwarting man's intent
as He protects His flock Jer23 Ez34 from the evil elite.

 
GOD's special nurturing of His flock from 2000-2017 is akin

to His Hand on the USA and His Mat24:14 evangelism,
ensuring right-minded leaders guide-sustain His law

that His flock benefit, grow, prosper to witness His love.
 

GOD, from Jan 2017, repeats the 1960 spiritual dryness
to refine-test His flock to refuse satan thru the elite;

but most fail, giving consent to Dan7:25 Rev13:16; 18,
yet His chosen, few, saints overcome all Rev3:9-12 into 20:6.

 
 

GOD is repeating His special nurturing, as in Ex19; 20 etc,
revealing Himself to teach the global multitude Lk21:27

that His few, His remnant copy Joshua and Caleb to
enter and be steadfast to the end Mk13:13 Heb3:6,14.
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GOD's examples of right-minded leaders include the likes of
Washington, Lincoln, Reagan and Bush; for freedom's work

for resisting evil and of course Churchill for defying "everyone."
 

Read: "This Memorable Day" in WSJ Nov 2 2004
by Victor Hanson, a military historian at Hoover Inst.

 
    In contrast, George W. Bush envisioned 
September 11 as real war -- a global struggle 
against Dark-Age extremism, striving for a 
modern nuclear caliphate that could blackmail the 
industrialized world and destroy Western liberal 
values. So Mr. Bush took terrorist killers at their 
word, convinced that such "evildoers," like a 
Hitler or Stalin, had no legitimate complaint 
against America.

    ...a resolute George W. Bush equates to their 
continued defeat. Their trepidation was shared by 
the 1980 hostage takers in Tehran, who relented 
in terror of an inaugurated Ronald Reagan 
warning them of the impending end to 
Carteresque appeasement.

 
Read: About the liberal elite wresting power from the voters

by John O'Sullivan in Chicago Sun-Times Nov 2 '04.
 

    President Bush, however, has been forced by events to recognize and block this silent transfer of 
power. Two such events were, domestically, the decision by the Massachusetts Supreme Court to install 
gay marriage and, internationally, the demand from the U.N., the European Union and others that the 
United States should accept the authority of an unaccountable International Criminal Court.
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 Christian Cultural Centers Inc.
 

 

 
Christian Cultural Centers Inc.

 

GOD Demands we Resist Evil
 

Jam4..7 ... submit to GOD. Resist
the devil and he will flee from you.

 
GOD clearly shows us that, even in modern times,

weak men fail to stand firm against evil doers;
whether the school bully, local gangs or global tyrants,
all are equal in the LORD's eye and must be stopped.

 

GOD clearly shows us that Chamberlain's failure to
rebuke and warn Hitler against aggression later

cost the world many millions of lives and recent UN
failures to rebuke and warn Hussein is costing lives.

 

GOD clearly shows us when He pushed men to
stand firm against evil aggressors then

His hard Freedom Principles deliver us
from evil and His justice liberates men.

 
[Freedom Principles]

 
[Cultural Centers directory]
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 Christian Cultural Centers Inc.
 

 

 

GOD's Hand on the USA

 
GOD the Spirit,

the pre-eminent evangeliser,
is using the USA to effect freedom of the oppressed

that His true gospel of Christ may spiritually free the world.

 
GOD, from 1861, used Lincoln to free American oppressed enabling

greater benefits, prosperity, unity for the American people.
 

GOD, 2 x 70 years later, is using USA to free oppressed nations
that others may benefit from His love gospel Mat28:19 Jn3:16.

 
but

 
GOD has few in the world who love their neighbour

enough to see this truth and support His work
thru His Freedom Principles for global peace.

 
that

 

"... this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in 
all the world as a witness to all the nations, and 
then the end will come." Mat24:14

 
Note: GOD's hand in 2Macc10:1-8 was 2 x 70 years before Lk2:7.

 
[see complete file]

 
[Cultural Centers directory]
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